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SWEDEN

MER 
DE L’EST

Prime Minister Stefan Löfven

Political Regime

Unitary parliamentary           

democray and constitutional 

monarchy

Capital Stockholm

GDP $443.718 Billion

Main cities
Gothenburg, Mälmö, Lund, 

Uppsala, Luleå, Umeå
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MAIN ECONOMICAL INDICATORS
Statistics Sweden trends

Population (millions) 9,354,468

Superficy (km²) 449,964 sq k

Density(hab/km²) 20,6

GDP trillion$ $443

Growth 5,3%

Pop active 9.34 m

Unemployment rate 7.8

Inflation rate -1.5

Exchanges

Exports billion$ 132.37

Imports billion $ 121.83

Finance

Credit rating AAA

Public debt 35%

Official currency Krona

Change Euro/$ 0,109

Source : OECD, IMF
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8 REASONS TO GO TO SWEDEN

Open and attractive 
market

Easy to prospect

Strategic and 
innovative business sectors

Strategic market in 
Scandinavia and Baltic

area

Profitable market

Sophisticated and rich 
consumers
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Reason to export to Sweden

For different reasons Sweden is an interesting market for exporters from other countries. As a highly 

industrialized and specialized country Sweden is depending on exports and imports. The main import of good is

simply because they are not produced in the country.

Import penetration is high – close to 100 % of the consumption of garments is imported like for example 

electronic goods for the consumer market. Swedish customers have a strong purchasing power and are open to 

try new products. 

Even though Sweden has a strong consumer market the main importer are the Swedish industry. More than half 

the production value in the Swedish export oriented industry is imports. Consumer and purchasing manager

are import-oriented.

The Governments trade policy is also import-oriented and Sweden is one of few countries actively promoting 

Imports – in close co-operation between the government and the private sector. This all gives an open and 

positive attitude towards imports and supplies from abroad. 
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SWEDEN, BUSINESS OUTLOOK

Export commodities - partners

Export – Import revenues

Import commodities - partners

food processing, machinery and 
transportation equipment, textiles and 
clothing, electronics, construction, 
furniture and other wood products, 
pharmaceuticals, medical equipmentis , 
iron, steel, nonferrous metals, chemicals.

Main industries

machinery and equipment, raw 
materials and semimanufactures for 
industry, chemicals, coffee, tea, 
consumer electronics, conviniens goods

Germany 17.9%; Norway 9%; Denmark; 
9%; The Netherlands 6.5%; Great 
Britain 5.7%; Finland 5.2%

Exports $132 billion

machinery and instruments, 
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, paper, 
furniture, textiles and clothing

Norway 10.6%; Germany 10.2%; 
Great Britain 7.4%; Denmark 7.3%; 
Finland 6.4%; USA 6.4%

Imports $122 billion 
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SWEDEN, MAIN SECTORS

Textile and clothing

Food processing

Furniture Green energy

Life Science Hub Machinery IT sector



Management Style

A good manager, according to Swedish standards, is a person who takes advantage of the natural creativity 
and motivation of  his staff. A professional manager should use reason and base his views on facts. 
Getting emotional when discussing a problem is considered rather inappropriate.

In countries where managers show a high uncertainty avoidance, employees are often promoted according 
to seniority. In Sweden, on the other hand, actual work performance tends  to be of greater importance. 
As a result, young men and women are frequently seen in leading positions. 

Punctuality is important not only in working life but also when it comes to purely social gatherings. 
This means that when a Swede is invited for dinner at eight, he show up at eight! 

Foreign businessmen often find that their Swedish colleagues talk too much business , and too little about 
themselves or their interests. They might draw the conclusion that their partners are simply limited and 
ignorant. The Swedish businessman, on the other hand, probably wishes his foreign business partner 
would cut the small talk and come to the point. In Sweden, a direct approach is seen as a sign of efficiency 
and a wish not to waste the other person's time. 
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SWEDISH BUSINESS CULTURE
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PAST & PRESENT SWEDISH 
COMPANIES
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Please contact our nearest or local office for your general enquiries:  

www.columdae.com

Helsinki
Address: Maustetehtaankatu 9 C 56
Phone: +358 40 748 3254
Email: finland@columdae.com

Copenhagen
Address: Isafjordsgade 2, 2300, Copenhagen
Phone: +45 21 74 97 68 
Email: copenhagen@columdae.com

Paris
Address: 7, rue dahomey, 75011, Paris
Phone: +33 607 52 81 76
Email: paris@columdae.com

Munich
Address: Margeritenstraße 7, 85586 
Phone: +49 8121 97 11 03
Email: germany@columdae.com


